Fitting a looped shoe tag

Our standard UHF loop tag for running comes pre-attached to a Tyvek strip. **DO NOT** remove this, it’s an integral part of the tag and you’ll destroy the chip if you try! The tag can be worn on either shoe, just follow the instructions.

This is the loop tag that you’ll find in your race pack. Before fitting it please check that the number on the tag is the same as the race number and both match what you’ve been told is your number.

Slip the tag underneath the bottom (nearest to your toes) laces on your shoe. At this point the tag is face down with the red block at the toe end and the brown 3M safety tab is at the top.

Fold the top of the tag towards the toe so you can detach the brown 3M safety tab.

Press the adhesive patch that was covered by the 3M safety tab against the back of the tag at the toe end. The glued area should stick immediately forming the completed loop.

At this point the red patch with the frowning face is showing at the toe end.

Now rotate the loop until the red patch is facing the shoe and you can see your number.

You are now ready to race!

The three tags shown below are examples of what **NOT** to do!

- The tag is upside down
- The tag is folded flat under the laces
- The tag is rolled into a tight coil